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We use the earlier ideas of Razee and Prasad �Phys. Rev. B 45, 3265 �1992�; Phys. Rev. B 48, 1349 �1993��,
Datta et al. �Phys. Rev. B 48, 8567 �1993��, and Mookerjee and Prasad �Phys. Rev. B 48, 17724 �1993�� to
propose and implement a cluster generalization of the coherent potential approximation within a tight-binding
linear muffin-tin orbital minimal basis set for binary alloys which are either random or have short-range order.
In particular, we shall apply the technique to the CuZn alloys and compare it with other approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for successful approximations for the study of
configuration averaging in disordered systems and ones
which preserve the Herglotz analytic properties1 and lattice
translational symmetry of the averaged Green’s functions has
thrown up several alternative approaches. These methods of
dealing with disorder fall into four categories:

�1� To the first category belongs the single-site mean-field
coherent potential approximation �CPA�. This approximation
has been eminently successful in dealing with a variety of
disordered systems.

�2� To the second category belong the generalizations of
the CPA, of which the augmented-space-based methods—the
cluster coherent potential approximation �CCPA� suggested
by Razee and Prasad,2,3 the itinerant coherent potential ap-
proximation �ICPA� of Ghosh et al.,4 and the augmented-
space recursion �ASR� �Ref. 5�—are foremost. They not only
retain the necessary analytic �Herglotz� properties and lattice
translational symmetry of the averaged Green’s function, as
the CPA does, but also properly incorporate local environ-
ment effects.

�3� To the third category belong the supercell-based cal-
culations. Zunger et al.6 suggested that if we construct a
supercell and populate its lattice points randomly by the con-
stituents so as to mimic the concentration correlations in the
random alloy, a single calculation with this superlattice
should approximate the configuration average in the infinite
random system.

The above methods are essentially real-space approaches.
There is a fourth class of techniques based on reciprocal-
space renormalization: the nonlocal coherent potential ap-
proximation �NL-CPA�. The underlying idea was first sug-
gested by Jarrell and Krishnamurthy7 and applied to CuZn
alloys by Rowlands et al.8 The method is capable of taking
into account environmental effects and short-range ordering.

Of all the single-site approximations, the CPA alone main-
tains the essential Herglotz analytical properties and lattice
translational symmetry of the averaged Green’s function.

However, either whenever there is strong scattering due to
disorder-induced configuration fluctuations, as in dilute split-
band alloys, or when local environment effects such as short-
range ordering, clustering and segregation, or local lattice
distortions due to size mismatch of the constituent atoms
become important, the single-site-based CPA becomes inad-
equate.

The aim of this paper is to extend the ideas suggested by
Razee and Prasad2,3 to realistic alloys and apply it to CuZn
as a test case. The basic idea behind our method is to look at
a particular site in the lattice �it does not matter which�, and
then estimate the effect of its random environment on a local
electronic property at that site. Homogeneity of disorder en-
sures that the environment of any site is statistically equiva-
lent to that of all others. We retain the randomness of the
immediate environment and replace the far environment by
an effective medium. The effect of the environment is ob-
tained by downfolding it onto the chosen site using the par-
titioning theorem.9 The ASR has a very similar approach:
choosing a site to begin recursion and then repeatedly down-
folding further and further environments10,11 onto it. The
main difference between the two approaches is the way in
which the far environment is estimated. In the ASR we do it
through the “terminating” procedure,12 while in the CCPA
we approximate it with an effective medium which is self-
consistently generated using mean-field ideas.13 We should
note that our approach is different from the embedded-cluster
approaches,14,15 where the cluster is embedded in a CPA me-
dium with no attempt to generate it self-consistently.

The paper will be arranged as follows: in Sec. II we shall
introduce the tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital �TB-
LMTO� for substitutionally disordered binary alloys. In Sec.
III we shall briefly describe the augmented-space formalism
on which the subsequent CCPA will depend. In Sec. IV we
shall explicitly describe the CCPA in great detail for homo-
geneous perfectly random disorder. In Secs. V and VI we
shall modify our methodology to incorporate short-range or-
der �SRO� and off-diagonal disorder, respectively. Finally in
Sec. VII we shall apply the developed methodology to equi-
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atomic CuZn alloys and compare our results with other ap-
proaches.

II. TB-LMTO-ASR FORMALISM FOR BINARY ALLOYS

Our study of the electronic structure of disordered binary
alloys will begin with the solution of the Kohn-Sham
equation,16 where the effective one-electron Hamiltonian will
be represented in the minimal basis set of a tight-binding
linear muffin-tin orbital �TB-LMTO� approach in the so-
called most localized or � representation.17 The choice of the
� representation is dictated by our subsequent application to
substitutionally disordered alloys where the disorder is local
and a real-space formulation with a sparse Hamiltonian is
most convenient. The Hamiltonian in this representation is
given by

H� = �
R�

C=
R�
�PR� + �

R�
�
R��

��=
R�
��1/2S=

R� R��

� ��=
R��

� �1/2TR� R��, �1�

where R� , and R� � are the positions of the ion cores, the po-
tential parameters are matrices in angular momentum �L
= ��m��� space, the operators PR� = �R� ��R� � and TR� R��= �R� ��R� ��
+ �R� ���R� � are the projection and transfer operators on the

space spanned by the muffin-tin orbital basis set 	�R� �
. The
quantities C=

R�
�

and �=
R�
�

are diagonal in angular momentum
space and describe the positions and widths of the energy
bands. The short-range structure matrix S=

R� R��

�
is dependent on

the spatial arrangements of the muffin-tin potentials and in a
substitutionally disordered alloy is usually nonrandom: S=

R� R�
�

=S=0
� and S=

R� R��

�
=S=��R� -R� ��. In what follows, the diagonal part

S=0
� has been incorporated within the diagonal potential pa-

rameter C=
R�
�
. If the constituents, however, have large differ-

ences in atomic size, there could be local lattice distortions
which are significant and lead to off-diagonal disorder in the
structure matrix.

The Green’s function may now be written as

G=R� R���z� = �=
R�
��z��R� R�� + �=

R�
��z�−1/2T=

R� R��

� �z��=
R�
��z�−1/2, �2�

where

T��z�−1 = �
R�

P=
R�
��z�PR� − �

R�
�
R��

S=
R� -R��

� TR� R��,

P=
R�
��z� = ��=

R�
��−1/2�zI − C=

R�
����=

R�
��−1/2,

�=
R�
��z� = ��

=
− �
=

���
R�
��−1/2��=

R�
��1/2. �3�

The values for the parameters �L=�� for which we have
maximum localization of the structure matrix were given by
Andersen and Jepsen,17 while the parameters �� are obtained
through the LMTO procedure together with the other poten-
tial parameters.

In the absence of off-diagonal disorder in the structure
matrices, all random “potential parameters” in the Hamil-
tonian representation are local quantities, and this represen-
tation is ideal for the description of substitutional random-

ness. We associate with each R� labeled member of the basis
set a random “occupation” variable nR� such that

nR� =�1 if site R� is occupied by an A atom,with probability y

0 if site R� is occupied by a B atom,with probability x = 1 − y .
�

Putting this back into Eq. �2� and taking configuration aver-
aging, we get

��GR� L,R� L�� = ���
R� L

� �� + �L
2�z���T

R� L,R� L

� �z���

+ �L�z���T
R� L,R� L

� �z�nR�����L�z�

+ ��L�z���nR�T
R� L,R� L

� �z����L�z�

+ ��L�z���nR�T
R� L,R� L

� �z�nR�����L�z� , �4�

where ��L�z�=�AL
� �z�−1/2−�BL

� �z�−1/2 and �L�z�=�AL
� �z�−1/2.

We shall now introduce the augmented-space formalism
for configuration averaging. The ideas behind the approach
have been described in great detail in a monograph.18 Here
we shall briefly introduce only those essential points which
will enable us to describe the cluster coherent potential ap-
proximation:

�i� The augmented-space approach19 replaces all the ran-
dom variables nR� with operators NR� whose projected spectral
density is the probability density of the variables nR� . The
eigenstates of NR� span the “configuration” space of nR� .

�ii� We work in a new basis of representation: �0”R��
=y�1R��+x�0R��, the average state, and �	1R�
�=x�1R��
−y�0R��, which describes a fluctuation about the average
state. These two states span the configuration space �R� of nR�

�of rank 2�.
�iii� The full configuration space of all the variables 	nR�


is 	=�
R�
�

�R� and the configuration states are labeled by the

sequence of sites where we have a state �1R��. For example,
the configuration 	0R� ,1R�� ,1R�� ,0R�� , . . .
 is denoted by the se-

quence 	C
�	R� � ,R� �
. This sequence is called the “cardinal-
ity” sequence and it uniquely labels a given configuration. In
configuration space: �	C
 � 	C�
�=��C ,C��.



�iv� The operators in full configuration space correspond-
ing to the binary random variables 	nR�
 	=�

R�
�

�R� are20

N̂R� = yP̂
R�
0”

+ xP̂
R�
1

+ xyT̂
R�
01

. �5�

Here, P̂
R�
�

= I � ¯ � ��R����R� � �¯ and T̂
R�
���= I � ¯

� ���R����
R�
� �+ ��

R�
����R� �� �¯, where ����=0” ,1. The projec-

tion operator counts the number of configuration fluctuations

at the site R� , while the transfer operators create or annihilate

configuration fluctuations at the site R� .
�v� Any random local potential parameter XR� in the

Hamiltonian now can be expressed in terms of nR� as in Eq.
�5�. The augmented-space theorem replaces nR� with corre-

sponding operator N̂R� , so XR� is replaced by an operator X̂R� in
the configuration space spanned by the configuration states
of NR� and can be written as

X̂R� = A�X�P̂
R�
0

+ B�X�P̂
R�
1

+ F�X�T̂
R�
01

, �6�

where

A�X� = ��X�� = yXA + xXB,

B�X� = xXA + yXB,

F�X� = xy�XA − XB� . �7�

�vi� The augmented-space theorem19 tells us that the con-
figuration average of any function of 	nR�
 is

��f�H�	nR�
���� = �	0”
� f̂�Ĥ�	N̂R�
���	0”
� , �8�

where �	0”
�=�
R�
��	0R�
�.

�vii� Let us now apply the augmented-space theorem to
the different averages quoted in Eq. �4�:

��T
R� L,R� L

� �z��� = �R� L � 	0”
�T̃��z��R� L � 	0”
� ,

��T
R� L,R� L

� �z�nR��� = y�R� L � 	0”
�T̃��z��R� L � 	0”
�

+ xy�R� L � 	0”
�T̃��z��R� L � 	R� 
� ,

��nR�T
R� L,R� L

� �z��� = y�R� L � 	0”
�T̃��z��R� L � 	0”
�

+ xy�R� L � 	R� 
�T̃��z��R� L � 	0”
� ,

��nR�T
R� L,R� L

� �z�nR��� = y2�R� L � 	0”
�T̃��z��R� L � 	0”
� ¯

+ yxy��R� L � 	0”
�T̃��z��R� L � 	R� 
� ¯

+ �R� L � 	R� 
�T̃��z��R� L � 	0”
�� ¯

+ xy�R� L � 	R� 
�T̃��z��R� L � 	R� 
� , �9�

where

T̃��z�−1 = �
R�

A�P��PR� � Î¯ + �
R�

B�P��PR� � P̂
R�
1
¯

+ �
R�

F�P=��PR� � T̂
R�
0”1

− �
R�

�
R��

S=
R� -R��

� TR� -R�� � Î .

�10�

The functions A, B, and F are defined in Eq. �7�.
We shall make two comments here: first, it is important to

note that the result quoted above is exact. Although the math-
ematical formulation is attractive, it is not very useful for
actual calculations in specific real alloy systems since the
dimension of the augmented space is essentially infinite and
the representation of the operators are matrices of infinite
rank. We need to introduce approximations which maintain
the analytic and lattice translation properties of the
configuration-averaged Green’s functions. Several approxi-
mations have been proposed earlier. We shall discuss one
such approximation in Sec. III and present it in a way that
will allow us to use it as the basis for a calculation algorithm
for real alloy systems.

The second comment is that the above formulation closely
follows the Korringa-Kohn-Rostocker �KKR� method, which
is the parent method of the LMTO. A KKR-CCPA formula-
tion can therefore be stated exactly along the same lines. The
correspondences are

PR� L�z� ⇒ 

R� L

−1�z�, SR� L,R��L� ⇒ − BR� L,R��L�,

TR� L,R��L��z� = 	�P�z� − S�−1
R� L,R��L� ⇒ 	�
−1�z� + B�−1
R� L,R��L�.

III. CLUSTER COHERENT POTENTIAL
APPROXIMATION

Self-consistent equations for the self-energies

We shall begin by the basic assumption of all mean-field
theories: we suppose that there is a lattice translation sym-
metric effective system with a “Hamiltonian,”

Teff�z� = Heff�z�−1 = ��
R�

Peff�z�PR�

− �
R�

�
R��

Seff�R� -R� �;z�TRR��−1
, �11�

such that

��T=
R� R��

� �z��� = T=eff�R� -R� �;z� .

The problem to address then is the derivation of the effective

medium terms P=eff�z� and S=eff�R� -R� � ;z�.
To do this, let us first choose a site R� 0 with its cluster

environment �R� 0
�see Fig. 1�. In the full augmented space we

choose the “augmented” cluster, that, is the cluster �R� 0
and

all its possible configurations described by the cardinality

sequences 	C��R� 0
�
 of the type 	0”
 or 	R� 1 ,R� 2 , . . . ,R� k
, where

1�k�n �the cluster size� and R� 1 ,R� 2 , . . . ��R� 0
. Let us call



the space spanned by �R� 0
� 	C��R� 0

�
 as R� 0
. This is of rank

n�2n.
We shall now replace the entire remaining part of the

lattice by the effective “medium” described in Eq. �11�. The
configuration space now reduces to the dimension 2n of the
configuration space of the cluster �R� 0

alone, spanned by
states 	C��R� 0

�
. In this far environment, outside the cluster,
the configuration space collapses, as the effective medium is
no longer random and there is just one configuration. We
shall denote this collapsed augmented space by �. We shall
partition the collapsed augmented space � into the space
R� 0

and the far environment �̄R� 0
=� \R� 0

�.
The picture is now as follows: at the center of our system

is the site R� 0 at which the occupations are random. In its
immediate or near environment is made up of the rest of the
sites of the cluster �R� 0

. The Hamiltonian associated with the
near environment is also random. Beyond that is the far en-
vironment which has been approximated by the nonrandom
mean-field effective medium. If we now look at the Hamil-
tonian given in Eq. �10�, we note that it remains
invariant under the translation operator T�, where

T��R� , 	R� 1 ,R� 2 , . . . ,R� k
� = �R� +� , 	R� 1+� ,R� 2+� , . . . ,R� k+�
�.
Consequently it is immaterial where we choose the cluster

center R� 0. We shall proceed to calculate the effect on the site

R� 0 of its environment, both near and far. Since the procedure

does not depend upon the choice of R� 0, its results for the
configuration average should be lattice translationally invari-
ant. This result is crucially dependent on the homogeneity of

disorder. If the probability density p�nR�� depended upon R� ,
the above statement would not be true.

The effects of the far and near environments are estimated
through repeated downfoldings: first the far environment on

the near environment and then the latter onto R� 0. The details
of the mathematics can be obtained from Ref. 21. We shall
quote here the main results.

The downfolding of the far environment leads to

T̃0
��z� = �A1 − B�−PR

�
0,

A1 = PR� 0
�T̃0

��z�−1�PR� 0
. �12�

The effect of the far environment is contained in B. If we
define the self-energies as

P=eff�z� = ��P��� + �=0�z� ,

S=eff�R� − R� �;z� = S=��R� − R� �� + �=�R� − R� �;z� ,

then it can be shown that

B�k�,z� = S=eff�k�,z�g
=

�k�,z�S=eff�k�,z� , �13�

where

g
=

�k�,z� = T=eff�k�,z��I= + �=�k�,z�T=eff�k�,z��−1

and

�=�k�,z� = �=0�z� + �=�k�,z� .

It is obvious from Eq. �13� that the matrix elements of B are
themselves functionals of P=eff and S=eff :

B = �
R��R0

B=0�P=eff�z�;S=eff�z��PR�¯

− �
R,R���R0

B=„R-R�;P=eff�z�;S=eff�z�…TR� R��

and

T=eff�R� -R� �;z� =� d3k�

8�3eik�·�R� -R����P=eff�z� − S=eff�k�,z��−1,

B�R� -R� �;z� =� d3k�

8�3eik�·�R� -R���B=�k� ;z� . �14�

Having downfolded the effect of the far environment on
to the cluster chosen, the augmented space has been reduced
to 0 of rank n�2n, where n is the size of �R� 0

. The next
step would be to partition 0 to a space 	 of rank n, spanned

by the states �R� ��R� 0
� 0”� and its complement 	̄ in 0:

T̃0 = �D1 D�

DT D2
� .

The downfolding theorem gives

D1
−P	 = �D1 − D�D2

−P	̄D�T�−P	. �15�

We now are working in the vastly reduced augmented space
of dimension m. All inverses will now refer to this
m-dimensional Hilbert space.

Again, with a little mathematics �details of which can be
accessed from Ref. 21�, we obtain the self-consistency equa-
tions for the self-energies:

�=0�z� = B=0�z� + �R� �K�R� � ,

���
���

��
��

��
��

��
��

��
��

��
��
��

��
��
��

��
��

��
��
��

=

+ B0

B1

= = + Σ 0

+ Σ 1=

Downfoldings

far environment near environment

FIG. 1. �Color online� The downfoldings of the far and near
environments. The cluster center is shown as red �black� circles, the
near environment as green �white� circles, and the far environment
as blue �gray� circles in the first term on the left. Successive down-
foldings renormalize the Hamiltonian matrix elements.



�=�R� -R� �;z� = B=�R� -R� �;z� + �R� �K�R� �� , �16�

where R� ,R� ���R� 0
, D2

−P	̄ =K, and

�R� �� = �
R����R� 0

��R� -R� �;z��R� � � 	0”
� + ¯ + F�P=���R� � 	R� 
� ,

�=�R� -R� �;z� = S=��R� -R� �� − B=�R� -R� �;z� .

The matrix elements in Eq. �16� are written in terms of the
matrix elements of K:

�R� p � 	0”
�K�R� p� � 	0”
�, �R� � 	0”
�K�R� p � 	R� p
� ,

and

�R� p � 	R� p
�K�R� p� � 	R� p�
�, where p,p� = 0,1.

Since the subspace 	̄ of the full augmented space is of
finite rank, these matrix elements of K can be obtained by a
simple matrix inversion of D2 in this subspace. The two
downfolding procedures are best illustrated by the schematic
in Fig. 1 shown here.

These are the equations for the CCPA self-energies. We

again emphasize that the choice of R� 0 is immaterial, and in
the absence of anisotropy in the Hamiltonian, so is the choice

of R� 1. The effective medium off-diagonal matrix element in

the direction of R� 2−R� 0 is related to that in the direction R� 1

−R� 0 by a rotation matrix:

S=eff�R� 0 − R� 2;z� = U=TS=eff�R� 0 − R� 1;z�U= .

Finally, we need to calculate the other average terms in Eqs.

�4� and �9�. For this we partition the T̃0
� into a subspace � of

rank 1, spanned by the state �R� 0 � 0”� and its complement �̄ in
0:

�̃0 = � E1 E�

E�T E2
� .

Downfolding and taking appropriate matrix elements �see
Ref. 21�, we get

�R� 0 � 	0”
�T=��R� 0 � 	R� 0
�

= ��T=
R� 0,R� 0

� ���F�P=���=
R� 0,R� 0

�2�
+ �

R��R� 0

�=�R� 0-R� ;z��=
R� ,R� 0

�1� �
= ��T=

R� 0,R� 0

� ��W=R� 0,R� 0
,

�R� 0 � 	R� 0
�T=��R� 0 � 	0”
� = W=R� 0,R� 0
��T=

R� 0,R� 0

� �� ,

�R� 0 � 	R� 0
�T=��R� 0 � 	R� 0
� = �=
R� 0,R� 0

�2�
+ W=R� 0,R� 0

��T=
R� 0,R� 0

� ��W=R� 0,R� 0
,

�17�

where

�=
R� 0,R� 0

�2�
= �R� 0 � 	R� 0
�E=2

−P�̄�R� 0 � 	R� 0
� ,

�=
R� ,R� 0

�2�
= �R� � 	0”
�E=2

−P�̄�R� 0 � 	R� 0
� .

Now substituting in Eqs. �4� and �9�, we get

��G=R� 0R� 0
�� = ���=R� 0

�� + �
=R� 0

eff��T=
R� 0R� 0

� ���
=R� 0

eff
+ ��
=

�=
R� 0R� 0

�2�
��
=

,

where

�
=R� 0

eff
= ���
=

�� + xy��
=

W=R� 0R� 0
. �18�

IV. CONFIGURATION-AVERAGED SPECTRAL
FUNCTIONS AND COMPLEX BAND STRUCTURES

Going back to Eqs. �2� and �18�, we note the following:
homogeneity of disorder leads to �

=R� 0

eff
=�
=

eff= ���
=

��
+xy��
=

W= and

��G=�R0-R1;z��� = �
=

eff�z���T=��R0-R1;z����
=

eff�z� .

Spatial homogeneity gives

��G=�k� ;z��� = �
=

eff�z���T=��k� ;z����
=

eff�z� , �19�

where

��T=��k� ;z��� = ���P=��� − S=��k�� + �=0�z� − �=�k� ;z��−1. �20�

The self-energy in reciprocal space may be obtained from
Eq. �16� by Fourier transformation:

�=�k� ;z� = �
��

�=��� ;z�exp�ik� · �� � , �21�

where �� are the vectors joining any two sites in the cluster.
We should note that although the Hamiltonian may have only
nearest-neighbor matrix elements, because of downfolding of
the far environment, the self-energies, in general, connect all
sites of the cluster.

The configuration-averaged spectral function is given by

��A�k�,E��� = −
1

�
lim
�→0

Im Tr��G=�k� ;E + i���� . �22�

Unlike the periodic solid where the spectral function is a
bunch of delta functions at the eigenvalues of the periodic
Hamiltonian, for disordered systems aperiodicity in the po-
tential leads to scattering of the Bloch-type functions. Con-
sequently the complex self-energy gives both a shift and a
Lorenzian width to the delta functions.

The complex band structure of random systems is ob-
tained directly from the spectral functions. For ordered ma-
terials for a given k� the spectral function A�k� ,E� is a bunch
of delta functions at E=E�k��. For disordered materials the
configuration-averaged spectral functions have peaks at E�k��
which locate the position of the bands. If we fit Lorenzians
around these peaks, the half-widths will measure the spread
or “fuzziness” of the bands. This has been plotted in Fig. 3.
We should note that the spectral function near a peak may
have considerable asymmetry. In such cases we really cannot
fit it to a Lorenzian near the peak. This description becomes
inaccurate in those circumstances.



V. COMMENTS

We stress again that the downfolding approach here dif-
fers significantly from the earlier proposed cluster coherent
potential approximations. We do not begin by partitioning
the Hilbert space into clusters. There were always objections
that the procedure was not unique and the results violated the
translation symmetry of averaged quantities: replacing it by a
cluster translational symmetry. Rather, our approach focuses
on any site and estimates the effect of configuration fluctua-
tions of its environment on the local properties at that point,
using a downfolding technique. In the augmented space, if
the disorder is homogeneous, the environment of every site
is identical. Thus our choice of the central site is immaterial
and the formulation maintains the lattice translational sym-
metry of configuration-averaged quantities. In case the sys-
tem has more than one atom per unit cell, we can generalize
our ideas concentrating on a unit cell �instead of a site� and
estimating the effect of configuration fluctuations of the en-
vironment of the cell by the downfolding technique.

We distinguish both the immediate or near environment
�and retain its randomness exactly� and the far environment,
which we approximate by an effective medium. We go on to
obtain this effective medium self-consistently using succes-
sive downfoldings. Razee and Prasad3 showed that if we
consider the entire environment of a site as an effective far
environment, we recover the single-site CPA. In that sense
the formulation is a generalization of the CPA.

In a formal paper Razee et al.22 showed that the down-
folding generalization retains the Herglotz analytic properties
of the approximated averaged Green’s function. This is an
essential property of any successful generalization of the
CPA.

The CCPA proposed here is closely related to the
TB-LMTO-ASR,23,24 which is based on the recursion
method.25 It is known that the recursion method successively
partitions the full augmented space into subspaces which are
successively the further and further shell environments of the
starting site. The continued fraction expansion of the Green’s
function is generated by repeated downfolding using succes-
sive applications of the partitioning theorem. In the TB-
LMTO-ASR the near environment is the number of recursion
steps one carries out exactly and the far environment is esti-
mated approximately through the terminator.26 In our present
formulation, the far environment is estimated in a more
transparent self-consistent mean-field approach. The formu-
lation also has close affinities with the itinerant cluster co-
herent potential �ICPA� proposed by Ghosh et al.4 Since the
idea of approximation is very similar, it would be interesting
to work out an exact relationship between the two. Similari-
ties with the traveling cluster approximation �TCA� of Mills
and co-workers27,28 are also apparent, although the TCA ap-
proached the problem using a multiple-scattering approach.
For the CPA, the mean-field and the multiple-scattering ap-
proaches give identical results. It would be interesting to
examine whether this is true also for this CCPA and the
TCA. We propose to examine these relationships in a subse-
quent paper.

VI. SHORT-RANGE ORDER

In Sec. V we have described a CCPA approach based on
the augmented-space formalism for substitutional alloys

whose occupation probabilities are homogeneously and inde-
pendently distributed. However, most disordered alloys have
a certain degree of short-range order �SRO� dictated by the
local chemistry of the constituents. Such SRO cannot be de-
scribed by single-site mean-field approximations. On the
other hand, the approach suggested by us, where the effect of
the environment of any chosen site is estimated by a down-
folding procedure, is ideal for such a description. Short-
range order is described by correlated distribution of the site
occupation variable of any chosen site with those of its near
environment. In an earlier paper Mookerjee and Prasad29

generalized the augmented-space formalism to include such
SRO. In the downfolding procedure, to obtain the self-
consistent equations for the self-energies, we had partitioned

the augmented space into one spanned by �R� 0 � 0”� and �R� 0

� 	R� 0
�. We shall do this again, but this time the augmented-

space operator N̂R� 0
given in Eq. �5� will be replaced by Eq.

�17� of Mookerjee and Prasad:29

N̂R� 0
= yÎ + �x − y�P̂

R� 0R� 1

01
+ �X − y�P̂

R� 0R� 1

10
+ �X� − y�P̂

R� 0R� 1

11

+ B1Q̂R� 0R� 1

0,01
+ B2Q̂R� 0R� 1

1,01
+ B3Q̂R� 0R� 1

�01,0

+ B4Q̂R� 0R� 1
�01,1

+ B5R�̂
R� 0R� 1

01,01
, �23�

where

P̂
R� 0R� 1

��� = I � ¯ P
R� 0

�
� ¯ P

R� 1

��
� ¯ ,

Q̂
R� 0R� 1

�,���� = I � ¯ P
R� 0

�
� ¯ T

R� 1

��,��
� ¯ ,

Q̂
R� 0R� 1

����,�
= I � ¯ T

R� 0

����
� ¯ P

R� 1

�
� ¯ ,

R�̂
R� 0R� 1

���,��� = I � ¯ T
R� 0

�,��
� ¯ T

R� 1

���
� ¯ ,

where � ,�� ,��=0,1 and

X = y − ��y − x�, X� = x + ��y − x� ,

B1 = y�1 − ��x�y + �x� + x�1 − ��y�x + �y� ,

B2 = x�1 − ��x�y + �x� + y�1 − ��y�x + �y� ,

B3 = �xy = − B4,

B5 = xy��1 − ��x�y + �x� − �1 − ��y�x + �y�� .

The rest of the downfolding procedure follows exactly as
before and leads to the self-consistency equations

�=R� 0
�z� = B=0�z� + �R� 0�K�R� 0� ,

�=�R� 0-R� 1;z� = B=�R� 0-R� 1;z� + �R� 0�K�R� 1� , �24�

where



�R� 0�� = �
R����R� 0

�=�R� 0-R� �;z��R� � 	0”
�

+ F1�P=���R� 0 � 	R� 0
� + F2�P=���R� 0 � 	R� 1
�

+ F3���P=�����R� 0 � 	R� 0R� 1
� ,

�R� 1�� = �
R���R� 0

�=�R� 1-R� ;z��R� � 	0”
� + F�P=���R� 1 � 	R� 1
� ,

where

F1�P=�� = B4�P=A
� − P=B

��, F2�P=�� = B2�P=A
� − P=B

��

F3�P=�� = B5�P=A
� − P=B

��, F�P=�� = xy�P=A
� − P=B

�PB
�� .

Equation �24� then replaces the earlier Eq. �16�. It is clear
that the SRO affects the self-consistent far environment
through the self-consistency equations. Our approach is thus
superior to some earlier approaches where the cluster with
SRO was immersed in a single-site CPA medium.

Finally the expression for W=R� 0R� 0
is replaced by

W=R� 0R� 0
= F1�P=���=

R� 0R� 0

�2�
+ F2�P=���=

R� 0R� 0

�3�
+ ¯ + F3�P=���=

R� 0R� 0

�4�

+ �
R��R� 0

�=�R� 0-R� ;z��=
R� R� 0

�1�
, �25�

where the new matrix elements of E=2
−P� are

�=
R� 0R� 0

�3�
= �R� 0 � 	R� 1
�E=2

−P��R� 0 � 	R� 0
� ,

�=
R� 0R� 0

�4�
= �R� 0 � 	R� 0R� 1
�E=2

−P��R� 0 � 	R� 0
� .

With these changes, the CCPA can self-consistently include
the effects of SRO in its calculation of the averaged Green’s
functions.

VII. OFF-DIAGONAL DISORDER

In a substitutional alloy with local lattice distortions, the
random off-diagonal structure matrices S=

R� R��

�
between the

sites R� and R� � can be written, within the end-point approxi-
mation, in terms of the site occupation numbers 	nR�
 as

S=
R� R��

�
= S=BB

� �R� -R� �� + �S=AA
� �R� -R� �� + S=BB

� �R� -R� �� ¯

− 2S=AB
� �R� -R� ���nR�nR�� + �S=AB

� �R� -R� �� ¯

− S=BB
� �R� -R� ����nR� + nR��� . �26�

The downfolding procedure now follows exactly as be-
fore �details again are to be found in Ref. 21�. We shall quote
here the final equations for the self-energies:

�=0�z� = �=R� 0
�z� + �R� 0�K�R� 0� ,

�=�R� 0-R� 1;z� = B=�R� 0-R� 1;z� + �R� 0�K�R� 1� , �27�

where

�R� 0�� = S=�2��R0-R1��R� 1 � 	R� 0
� + S=�2��R0-R1��R� 1 � 	R1
� ¯

+ S=�5��R0-R1��R� 1 � 	R� 0R� 1
� ¯

+ �
R��R� 0R� 1

�=�R� 0-R� ;z��R� � 	0”
�¯ + F�P=���R� 0 � 	R� 0
� ,

�R� 1�� = S=�2��R0-R1��R� 0 � 	R� 1
� + S=�2��R0-R1��R� 0 � 	R� 0
�

+ S=�5��R0-R1��R� 0 � 	R� 0R� 1
�

+ �
R��R� 1R� 0

�=�R� 1-R� ;z��R� � 	0”
� + F�P=���R� 1 � 	R� 1
� ,

where

S=�1��R� -R� �� = �x − y�	=�1��R� -R� �� ,

S=�2��R� -R� �� = xy	=�1��R� -R� �� ,

S=�3��R� -R� �� = �x − y�2	=�2��R� -R� �� ,

S=�4��R� -R� �� = xy�x − y�	=�2��R� -R� �� ,

S=�5��R� -R� �� = xy	=�2��R� -R� �� ,

and

	=�1��R� -R� �� = yS=AA
� �R� -R� �� − xS=BB

� �R� -R� �� + ¯

+ �x − y�S=AB
� �R� -R� �� ,

	=�2��R� -R� �� = S=AA
� �R� -R� �� + S=BB

� �R� -R� �� − 2S=AB
� �R� -R� �� .

Following the exact similar steps, the new expression for
W=R� 0R� 0

becomes

W=R� 0R� 0
= �F�P=���=

R� 0,R� 0

�2�
+ �

R��R� 0

�=�R� 0-R� ;z��=
R� ,R� 0

�1�

+ S=�2��R0-R1��=
R� 1R� 0

�5�
+ S=�2��R0-R1��=

R� 1R� 0

�6�

+ S=�5��R0-R1��=
R� 1R� 0

�7� � , �28�

where

�=
R� 1R� 0

�5�
= �R� 1 � 	R� 0
�E=−P�̄�R� 0 � 	R� 0
� ,

�=
R� 1R� 0

�6�
= �R� 1 � 	R� 1
�E=−P�̄�R� 0 � 	R� 0
� ,

�=
R� 1R� 0

�7�
= �R� 1 � 	R� 0R� 1
�E=−P�̄�R� 0 � 	R� 0
� .

VIII. APPLICATION TO THE EQUIATOMIC CuZn
ALLOY

As an application of the above methodology, we shall
study the electronic structure of the equiatomic CuZn alloy.



The reason for this choice is that a considerable body of
earlier work on CuZn exists using a plethora of different
techniques. As a means of trying out the usefulness of our
methodology, this system will provide enough other results
for comparison.

The earliest first-principles density-functional-based study
of the electronic properties of disordered CuZn was the
single-site coherent potential approximation work of Bansil
and Ehrenreich.30 The authors studied the complex bands of
� phase of CuZn using the KKR method. They commented
on the significant effects of charge transfer on the electronic
structure.

Later, using the much more sophisticated locally self-
consistent Green’s function �LSGF� approach based on the
TB-LMTO technique, Abrikosov et al.31 also studied CuZn
alloys. The authors argued that earlier studies of the mixing
enthalpies of CuZn using the standard CPA approaches32,33

showed significant discrepancy with experiment. Part of the
discrepancy was assumed to be from neglect of charge-
transfer effects and part from the effects of SRO. Like our
work, the main thrust of this technique, which was based on
an earlier ideas of a locally self-consistent multiple scattering
�LSMS� by Wang et al.,34 was to go beyond the CPA and
include the effects of the near environment of an atom in the
solid. The LSMS gave an excellent theoretical estimate of
the ordering energy in CuZn: 3.37 mRy/atom as compared to
the experimental value of 3.5 mRy/atom.

Bruno et al.35 proposed a modification of the CPA taking
into account the local field and showed that charge-transfer

effects can be taken into account accurately as compared to
the O�N� methods just described. They applied their ap-
proach to the CuZn alloys.

We ourselves have applied the TB-LMTO-ASR technique
to study CuZn.36 The idea is very similar to this work. The
effect of the configuration fluctuations of the environment of
a site was captured through the recursion method. The effec-
tive medium was not “self-consistent” in the sense of a
mean-field theory. In this paper we have suggested a way of
obtaining this self-consistent effective medium.

For CuZn it would be interesting to address the effects of
charge transfer and short-range ordering. In this application
we shall address exactly these two points.

We have carried out the TB-LMTO-ASR calculations on
CuZn with a lattice constant of 2.85 Å. The Cu and Zn
potentials are self-consistently obtained via the LDA self-
consistency loop. All reciprocal-space integrals are done by
using the generalized tetrahedron integration for disordered
systems introduced by us earlier.37

Figure 2 shows the densities of states for the pure Zn
�solid lines� and Cu �dashed lines� in the same bcc lattice as
the alloy and compares this with the ordered B2 and disor-
dered bcc 50-50 CuZn alloy. We first note that in the ordered
B2 alloy there is a considerable narrowing of the Zn well as
the Cu d–like bands. The feature around −0.25 Ry is sup-
pressed in the ordered alloy. In the disordered alloy on the
other hand, although disorder scattering introduces lifetime
effects which wash out the sharp structures in the ordered
systems, the resemblance to the pure metals is evident.
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FIG. 2. �Top left� Density of
states of pure Zn �solid lines� and
Cu �dashed lines� in the same bcc
lattice as the 50-50 CuZn alloy.
�Top right� Density of states for
ordered B2 50-50 CuZn alloy.
�Bottom� Density of states for the
disordered bcc 50-50 CuZn alloy.



We have used the CCPA to obtain the complex bands
from the spectral functions for the CuZn alloy. This is shown
in Fig. 3. The results are very closely similar to the ASR
results. This is expected as the two approaches have much in
common.

The two panels of Fig. 3 compare the band structures of
pure Cu and pure Zn metals in the same bcc lattice as the
50-50 alloy. We note that the s-like bands of Cu and Zn
stretch from −0.8 Ry, while the d-like states of Zn and Cu,
whose degeneracies are lifted by the cubic symmetry of the
bcc lattice, are more localized and reside in the neighbor-
hood of −0.6 Ry and between −0.3 and −0.2 Ry, respec-
tively. The complex bands of the solid clearly reflect the
same band structure. However, the bands are slightly shifted
and broadened because of the disorder scattering of Bloch
states in the disordered alloy. The scattering lifetimes are
maximum for the Cu d–like bands, less for the Zn d–like

bands, and minimum for the lower s-like bands. This is ex-
pected since the delocalized s-like states straddle large vol-
umes of the lattice space and are therefore less sensitive to
the local configuration fluctuations of the substitutional alloy.

We comment here that the complex band structure very
closely resembles that obtained through the TB-LMTO-ASR
by us earlier.36 This is expected because the two approaches
are very similar, differing only in the way the effect of the far
environment is taken into account.

Let us now turn to the study of the effect of SRO, leading,
on one hand, to ordering ���0� and, on the other hand, to
segregation ���0�. We shall look at Figs. 2 and 3. The
complex band structure �shown in Fig. 3� indicates that the
system is a split-band alloy. The positions of the d bands of
Cu and Zn are well separated in energy. This implies that the
“electrons travel more easily between Cu or between Zn sites
than between unlike ones.”8 So when the alloy orders and
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unlike sites sit next to each other, the overlap integral be-
tween the like sites decrease. This leads to a narrowing of the
bands associated with Cu and Zn. A comparison between the
top left and top right panels of Fig. 2 clearly shows that the
bands in the latter are narrower as compared to the former.
This is the main effect of the onset of order. On the other
hand, when the alloy is completely disordered, the bands get
broadened by disorder scattering and the sharp structure in
the density of states are smoothed.

The left two panels of Fig. 4 show the density of states
with increasing positive �. Positive � indicates a clustering
tendency. Comparing with Fig. 2 we note that as clustering
tendency increases the density of states begins to show the
structures seen in the pure metals in both the split bands. For
large positive � there is still residual long-range disorder.
This causes smoothing of the bands with respect to the pure
materials. For these large, positive �’s, we notice the devel-
opment of the structure around −0.25 Ry.

The right two panels of Fig. 4 show the density of states
with increasing negative �, which indicates increasing order-
ing tendency. On the bcc lattice at 50-50 composition we
expect this ordering to favor a B2 structure. With increasing
ordering tendency, both the split bands narrow and lose
structure. The feature around −0.25 Ry disappears. This
band narrowing and suppression of the feature around
−0.25 Ry is clearly seen in the ordered B2 alloy shown in
Fig. 2.

A more quantitative analysis of the effect of SRO on the
shape of the density of states uses the moment functions

Mn�E� = �
−�

E

dE��E��nn�E�� .

In particular one may use the integrated density of states
M0�E� and the second moment and “variation” in spectral
distribution, M2�E� and SD�E�=M2�E�−M1

2�E�. These are
shown in Fig. 5 for the cases of no SRO, perfect clustering
�=1, and ordering �=−1. M0�E� shows a left shift of spec-
tral weight toward −0.6 Ry in the lower band as clustering
tendency increases. In the upper band there is a spectral shift
around −2.0 to −3.0 Ry range, which gives rise to the char-
acteristic shoulder around those energies. For ordering
M0�E� indicates a right shift of spectral weight toward
−0.55 Ry. SD�E� indicates a distribution of spectral weight
away from the mean on clustering and a bunching of spectral
weight toward the mean on ordering. The latter indicates a
narrowing of the density of states. Use of moment functions
quantifies the comparison of the changes in the shapes of the
density of states with clustering or ordering.
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